HOW TO TILE YOUR WALL

The thought of tiling your own walls may be daunting prospect, but with the right preparation
and by using the right tools, it’s a lot more straightforward than you may think.
Before you start, make sure the surfaces you’ll be working on are clean, dry and flat. If you’re
tiling over wallpaper, strip it back to the plaster and fill in any holes or cracks. Check this new
plaster is dry before you start, bearing in mind it can take at least two months to set properly,
and use Mapei Primer G to prime any porous surfaces.

BEFORE BEGINNING TO LAY YOUR TILES

As with all DIY jobs, proper preparation and your safety come first. Below is a list of materials,
protective gear and tools you’ll need to get the job done in a safe way and to a high standard:

MATERIALS

Wall Tiles

Tile adhesive

Grout

We recommend Mapegrip D2
Ready Mix

We recommend Mapei
Ultracolour

PROTECTIVE KIT

Safety goggles or glasses

Dust mask

Latex grip safety gloves

TOOLS

Notched trowel

Spirit level

Ruler/Tape measure

Tile spacers

Drill with
ceramic/masonry bit

Tile cutter

Tile nippers

Grout remover

Grout float

Mixing bucket

Tile marker/pencil

Rubber Mallet

Hammer

Masonry nails

Hacksaw

Cold chisel

Masking tape

Cloth

PREPARATION

How many tiles do you need?
The first step is working out how many tiles you need, and to
do that, you have to calculate the area of the space you’ll be
covering.
Measure the height and width of the space then multiply the
figures. Be sure to factor in the area of any doors, windows or
cupboards and subtract this from the total. To save confusion,
it sometimes helps to knock up a quick sketch with all the
dimensions written down.
Once you’re sure of the maths, you can go ahead and buy your
tiles. Most ceramic tile packs cover a square metre, but we’d
recommend having around 5-10% extra just in case.

Getting started
It’s always advisable to start tiling your grid in the centre of the
wall, as it’s easier to make sure your pattern is symmetrical. It
also means any half-tiles you may need can go at the end of each
row and will be of matching size.
While it’s tempting to begin in the corner, it may leave you with
wonky rows and a messy finish by the time you’re done.

CREATE YOUR DESIGN
As we mentioned about, establish your vertical rows
from the middle of your space. You can find this simply by
measuring the height and width, and marking the middle
with a pencil.
A gauge rod is a smart way to help you with your row
and end tile size. We recommend using a 50mm x 25mm
piece of wood, although any will do, with a length of
around 1.8m depending on the size of your wall.
Lay out a line of tiles with space between them, then line
up the batten edge with that of your first tile. Mark each
tile and gaps on the rod with a pencil and number them.
This way, it’s easy to see how many you need in each row.

Step 1

Step 2

Hold the gauge rod in line with the centre of your wall
and mark the tile positions across it.

Once you reach a corner, check if the last tile needs to be
cut in order to fit. If less than half a tile will be needed we
suggest adjusting your starting position, as larger tiles
look much better when finished.

Step 3

Step 4

If you do need to move your starting point, line up the
rod at the original mark and make a new one halfway
between two tile marks.

Hold the gauge rod against your new mark and, using a
spirit level to make ensure it’s straight, draw a line from
side to side.

This should mean your end tiles you need to cut will be
more than half a tile wide, and that your centre line and
centre tile now match up.

CREATING HORIZONTAL ROWS
Once you’ve established your vertical rows, it’s time for the horizontal ones. We recommend using wooden battens secured
to the wall as a guide, as they’ll also help prevent slippage while the adhesive is setting.

Step 1

Step 2

Align your gauge rod, vertical line and skirting/floor, then
pencil mark alongside the rod’s top tile mark. Do this all
the way up the wall following the vertical line until the
rod touches the ceiling.

Measure the distance between the two wall marks and
add another halfway between them.

With any luck, the wall and rod lines will match up and
you won’t have to cut any tiles for the top and bottom
rows. If not, simply halve the distance between the wall
and rod marks and, as with the vertical rows, make sure
it’s more than half a tile wide.
If they’re less than half a tile’s width, just use the next
mark down on the rod.

Step 3

Step 4

Hold the gauge rod clear of the skirting/floor then align
one if its marks with the one you’ve just made. Make
another mark level with the foot of the rod.

Check behind the wall for any cables or pipes, then
nail your 50mm x 25mm batten. Its top edge should be
aligned with the horizontal pencil line, and should be
straight. Then use another batten for the vertical line.

This will be where your horizontal row starts. Using a
long straightedge and spirit level, draw a line across the
wall from the mark.

It’s a good idea to leave the batten’s nail heads sticking
out slightly as they’ll be easier to remove later on.

PART-TILING A WALL
If you’re only part-tiling a wall a top horizontal row full of whole tiles makes for a much cleaner finish, so we think it’s really
worth investing some time to get it right.

Step 1

Step 2

Use a gauge rod to work out the position of the lowest
horizontal row, then mark the top row’s position on the
wall.

Fill the gap between your bottom row and skirting/floor
with cut tiles. Remember, we don’t want them too small,
so move your top row if they’re less than half a tile.

Step 3
If you don’t like the idea of cutting tiles and would rather
avoid it, check to see if the skirting/wall is even. Use a
long, straight batten, levelled with a spirit level, to find
the lowest point.
If it’s straight, you can use it to align your tiles instead. If
not, it’s time to get trimming.

FIXING WHOLE TILES TO A WALL
It’s really important to start laying your field tiles so the faces are level. If any are uneven, remove them and either add or
remove adhesive so they all sit flush.
Bevelled or rounded glazed edge tiles usually mean you won’t need corner trim. Tile the first wall right up to the edge of
your space then do the same for the return, allowing the corners to overlap. Be sure to leave a gap for grouting, too.

Step 1

Step 2

Starting in the corner of your two battens, scoop up
and apply some adhesive to the wall using your notched
trowel. Then with a notched trowel, work away from the
vertical batten in horizontal strokes holding the blade at
around 45 degrees.

Apply the first tile to the corner where your battens meet
so its edges are against them, and press its centre firmly
to the wall. Add the tiles above and beside it, being sure
to leave a gap between them.

We’re looking for good ridges here, as they mean an
equal amount of adhesive behind the tiles and a better
chance of them being straight. Work around one square
metre at a time so the adhesive doesn’t dry out.

Step 3

Step 4

Add tile spacers to these gaps and adjust the tiles where
necessary. Push your spacers in firmly to make for an
even grout and easier joints later on.

Continue adding tiles until you’ve covered all the
adhesive, then carry on the process for the rest of the
wall. Wipe any excess adhesive from the tiles using a
damp sponge as you go – it’s difficult to get off once it’s
dried.

Step 5
Remove the vertical batten and scrape off any excess
adhesive that may have escaped from under the tiles.
Then finish off the wall with the cut tiles needed for the
gaps.

TILING INTERNAL CORNERS
As wall corners are very rarely straight, it’s really important you don’t cut all your edge tiles to the same size. Measure and
cut for corner each separately instead.

Step 1

Step 2

The easiest way to measure for cutting is using the last
whole one in the row – hold a tile over it, place another
against the wall, and then mark they overlap in felt tip
pen.

Check the cut tile fits properly in the gap and adjust with
a tile file if needed. If you’re going to tile the next wall
as well you don’t need to be totally accurate here, but
remember to leave enough room in the corner for grout
if you’re only tiling one.

Otherwise, simply take separate measurements at the
top and bottom of the space and cut the tile to fit.

Step 3

Step 4

Apply adhesive to the back of your cut tile using the
narrow end of a notched trowel. Put it in place so it’s
level, press to secure it, and use joint spacers to keep the
gaps if needed.

Once you’ve finished your first wall, repeat the process
for the next one.
Always strive for the neatest grouted joint possible
where the two walls meet. This can be the difference
between it looking scrappy and a job well done.

TILING EXTERNAL CORNERS
For a neat finish on your external corners, corner trim is a must. It comes in a range of colours and materials (anodised
aluminium is popular) and sizes and helps protect your edges from knocks and chips.

Step 1

Step 2

Cut your corner trim to the right length using a hacksaw,
then apply a strip of adhesive to the return wall and press
it in. Align the trim with the tiles from your first wall
leaving room for grout later on.

Repeat the process from the first wall, working away
from the corner trim and remembering to leave room
for grout. Use spacers to help you adjust the tiles should
you need to, and ensure the distance between tiles stays
consistent.

Vertically apply more adhesive to the return wall with
a notched trowel, taking care not to loosen or knock off
any tiles from the other wall.

Double-check the trim hasn’t moved and readjust if
needed once you’ve finished.

TILING A SPLASHBACK

Watch the Video

Tiling a splashback will depend almost entirely on the shape of your basin. If there’s a straight or even slightly curved back,
measure the wall’s depth in multiples of whole tiles. A more pronounced curved means you’ll need to cut tiles to fit and
allow for a row of half-tiles closest to your basin.
If there’s only a slight curve, or the edge is totally straight, you can lay the first row level to it without having to cut tiles. We
suggest using either cardboard or paper spacers to guide you while the adhesive dries, which can then be removed and the
join filled with sealant.

Step 1
Measure the width of your basin in
whole tiles then mark the centrepoint on the wall in pencil.

Step 2
Lay out a row of tiles and include
spaces and edging strips at either
end. Cut a wooden batten to the
same length and mark the tile and
join positions on it. This will be your
gauge rod, as well as your lower
batten for any half-tiles.

Step 3
Draw a vertical line from the centrepoint up the wall using a spirit level.

Step 4
To cut the bottom row of tiles, fix
the batten to the wall with 50mm
masonry nails in the centre of the
vertical line. Check it’s straight using
a spirit level.
If you’re uncertain, the upper edge
should be around half a tile’s width
from the top of the basin.

Step 5
Apply the adhesive evenly to the area
with a notched trowel.
If you’re uncertain, the upper edge
should be around half a tile’s width
from the top of the basin.

Step 6
Start in the middle and attach your
first tile in line with the batten’s
marks. Once you’ve finished that
row, continue above it fitting spacers
as you go.

Step 7
Use a damp cloth to wipe off any
excess adhesive.

Step 8
Apply matching glazed trim to the
upper and side edges, then mark
and cut it to the right length. Cut
the corners to 45 degrees and refine
with a tile file for a particularly smart
finish.

Step 9
Once your edges are applied,
remove the batten and measure
the gap below. Cut your tiles to fit,
remembering to allow for sealant
between the sink and tiles. Then
when the adhesive is dry, apply the
grout and seal the bottom gap.
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